
Accommodation Survey 

What are the main concerns expressed by parents regarding 

accommodation at SMPS? 

Background 

South Morningside School has long been plagued by accommodation problems.  Feasibility studies 

conducted by Edinburgh City Council (ECC) corroborate this.  However, issues of capacity and class 

sizes continue to pose significant problems for our school community.  

In June 2013 the Accommodation Group from the South Morningside Parent Council collected views 

from parents about the school’s situation concerning the buildings used by the school. The collection 

was done via an online survey, and 130 parents responded. 98% of the parents who responded thought 

that the accommodation situation is indeed causing concerns. 

Summary  

Many parents identified inadequate size (88%) and lack of green areas (88%) as problems, with all its 

consequences such as over-crowding and lack of space for adequate teaching and playing. Thus, 

strong concerns for difficulties in delivering the curriculum for excellence and health and safety were 

voiced.  

The view that the school does not have adequate internal general purpose space was supported by 

91% of the respondents. Here lack of play space during bad weather (83%) and lack of P.E. (72%) 

were cited as the most common problems. 

Concerning the Cluny Annexe, 66% of all respondents and 70% of all P1/P2 parent respondents 

thought it to be problematic, with “being away from main site/not with siblings” being the most 

common cause of concern (52% of all responses, 58% of P1/P2 parent responses). Health and safety 

concerns such as traffic, inadequate fencing and no warm school dinners were mentioned in the 

comments. 

Concerning the huts, 61% of all respondents and 65% of all P1/P2 parent respondents felt that there 

are major concerns, with “warmth” being the most common cause of concern (40% of all responses, 

39% of P1/P2 parent responses). In addition, lots of parents commented on the inadequacy of toilets. 

Overall, parents voiced significant concerns about: 

(1) Delivering the curriculum for excellence due to lack of space (too little P.E., inadequate 

teaching facilities) 

(2) Health and Safety (no green space, restricted space to move around, injuries on the 

playground due to over-crowdedness, no warm school lunches for a number of pupils, traffic, 

inadequate fencing of the Cluny Annexe, dealing with bad weather, toilets in huts and the 

annexe, bad insulation in the huts) 

92% of all respondents support a new school in South Edinburgh in addition to SMPS as long 

term solution. Proposed short term solutions included restricted access of out of catchment 

placements and redesigning of the huts and playground.  



Survey results 

Question 1: Do you have any concerns about current outdoor play space at the main site? 

Question 2:  If so, please tick any or all of the choices that best describe your concerns about 

current outdoor space. 

List of answers for “others, please specify”:  

space to play ball games, run around, skipping ropes etc. without hurting others 

Accidents are common. Very intimidating for early years and restrictive for older kids 

Could be a bit more interesting! 

Number of accidents due to small space vs. number of children. 

Safety over some of perimeter walls, 

Lack of sport facilities 

It's just dull and truly un-inspiring! 

A significant section has been cordoned off for football, but I feel this should be opened up again to 
provide more general play space. 

lack of play equipment 

Very limited equipment for play (trim-track, climbing wall not enough to keep so many children happy 
and active). Very limited spaces for out-door learning, 

Lack of sports/games playing space 

lack of appealing play equipment 

a lot of injuries caused by overcrowding and tarmac/concrete everywhere 

Lack of any stimulating play equipment 

Pollution from traffic, numerous accidents as children collide. 

air pollution from the main street 

Lack of space for "Active Travel" support such as secure scooter and cycle storage. 
 
Question 3: Do you have any concerns about internal general purpose space? 

 

Question 4: If so, please tick any or all of the choices that best describe you concerns about 

internal general space. 

List of answers for “other, please specify”: 

The conditions of the school huts and the toilet facilities in the huts. Only 2 toilets! 

Would like to see beautiful timber floor in dining area restored - present vinyl flooring is not in any 
way comparable 

Poor amount of physical exercise, dreadful to have packed lunch at desks and wet breaks...it does 
not encourage mixing and socialising over meals of a break from the same 4 walls all day! 

would prefer if children could eat packed lunch out with classroom environment 

Lack of flexible space impacts on the above which are part of educational experience. We could do 
with another large hall. 

Equipment stored in gym hall like large sets of ladders, 

lack of decent cloakroom space 

Struggle that the kids have to eat lunch at their desk - they're in the same room for 6 hours a day.... 

Half of the shelter has been used for the new boiler, with no alternative space or bad weather. 

lack of space for ad hoc small group work/learning assistant work 

Lack of alternative spaces for learning, e.g. Small groups for reading. Also there really should be a 
kitchen - school dinners should be prepared on site. 

lack of large space for netball/badminton/table tennis  / lack of art room / lack of music room 

Obvious shortage of storage facilities and resultant safety issues with so much equipment crammed 
into the main hall. 



think school makes best of what they have. 

Great if you could have improvements like what was done in lower halls to make larger 

lack of flexibility for modern methods and theories of teaching to be fully embraced, overcrowded 

General limitations on all activities due to lack of space although school does best it can 

Lack of flexibility of space impacting on what it is possible for teachers to do 

Small classroom size 

Serious concerns re classroom accommodation.  Large senior classes crammed into small rooms. 

I think lunchtime has become a very negative time for my children. All children in a class should be 
eating in the dining hall together (whether they have a pack lunch or not), even if it means spreading 
lunchtime even further 

Lack of space for staff to have meetings, or take small groups out of the classroom 

First and foremost lack of space for teaching and Learning.  Curriculum for Excellence cannot be 
fully delivered in a school completely lacking general purpose space, with huge classes in 
classrooms not fit for purpose.  I personally believe that is a far greater issue than those listed 
above. 

Lack of adequate Sports Facilities and Equipment 

 

Question 5: Do you have any concerns about the Cluny Annexe? 

 

Question 6: If so, tick what best describes your concerns. 

List of answers for “other, please specify” 

These concerns are less so for P1s, but by P2 my daughter's class had outgrown the space. Older 
kids could not walk safely with friends. 

Lack of access to hot school lunches, classrooms unsuitable 

2 kids about to start so these are thoughts in advance... Lack of space and play equipment. Building 
open to public causes safety concern. Not feeling part of "big school" and logistics of sit site pick ups 
for families like mine 

Cost / time impact on school of having to transfer children between sites. 

Think School tries hard to overcome challenges of Annexe. e.g. attending assembly, regular library 
etc. 

Needing accompanied to the toilet as they are shared with other adults! Urns of hot water being 
carried about by other annexe users. Lack of feeling part of school community. 

No crossing patrol near annexe roads Different pick up times which don't work if pupils out late from 
main school.  No hot meals  Classroom overcrowded and dark  No place for children to scoot or 
cycle to school  Paying for 30 min of asc for annexe pupils means you paying for them to be walked 
up from annexe but no actual time to play  Difficulty in networking with parents.   Difficulty for 
working parents picking up from different sites no parking at annexe Pupils needing to be escorted 
to toilet .   Perimeter fence at annexe means anyone could potentially snatch a child from over the 
fence.  Having to put trust in asc staff to escort children to and from 

My child has never been there - cannot comment 

hot lunches access, staggered pick-up/drop-off nec for siblings 

There never used to be any traffic calming there - not sure if that's still the case.  Doesn't feel like 
true school premises - church not particularly accommodating. 

lack of school dinners & play equipment e.g. climbing frame 

multiple site drop off/collection issues 

I think the annexe is a nice space but road crossings need to be improved 

Splits the school 

Same applies to preschool nursery at Fairmilehead. 

No school dinners 

No school meal, gym, library etc. provision 

Security of building 

No traffic restrictions 



I do not think that using Cluny Church is ideal at all.  It is not an annexe to the school, it is a church. 

Classrooms are very dark with little natural light 

both of my boys were at the annexe and I felt any concerns were outweighed by the positive small 
environment 

Despite all the above drawbacks I have had three children start at the annexe and it's a great start. 

Dark rooms 

It also makes it much harder for the year group to work together, both as teachers and pupils. 

Very low light levels, high humidity, lack of proper space for lunch. 

 

 

Question 7:  Do you have any concerns about the children being taught in the huts? 

 

Question 8: If so, tick what best describes your concerns. 

List of answers for “others, please specify”: 

The toilet facilities are terrible. Plus only 2 toilets !! 

Very hot, cramped, noisy. Poor toilet facilities. My child needed quiet time every day after school as 
the class is too noisy and needed time away. 

Wet weather is a particular concern - children can spend most of their day in the huts. 

Not fit for purpose, were designed to be temp solution many years ago. 

Have been supposedly "temporary" for a very long time, although positively do make it easy to see 
Teacher informally, and no complaints from children.. 

Hot in summer, cold in winter to unacceptable levels. Toilets over-flowing or not working. Number of 
toilets per pupil. The amount of playground space the huts take up. 

just the general age and condition of these classrooms - could be a lot better and more conducive to 
children's learning environment. 

Intruder proof 

Toilet facilities are very poor 

smelly and dirty toilets 

A class of 40 P1 children does not fit easily into half a hut - and toilet/hand-washing/cloakroom 
facilities are very meagre. I was taught in very similar huts in the 1970s and expected school 
facilities to have improved by the 21st century. 

Uses up playground space more than a two storey building providing same space would 

Purely down to the number of kids in the rooms - they need more space... 

Toileting, safety, heating broke down when my daughters were there for a week in cold weather - no 
work was done - just videos all week! 

General shabbiness of the space doesn't reflect a purposeful institution that values its pupils. 

While I think the teachers do a tremendous job in the facilities available I am concerned that what 
was apparently introduced as temporary accommodation remains in use some 30 years later. These 
structures are long past their sell-by date and if they are to be retained require an extensive 
overhaul, both internally and externally (even a coat of paint would be an improvement, and it's a 
sorry state of affairs if funding is not even available for this). 

In my experience most primaries have potable huts. Some general maintenance (door paint) would 
be goo 

Lack of natural light. 

Would be better to be part of fabric of main building and give more playground space 

No direct experience of a child within  hut, but the encroachment onto playground space is a 
concern. 

Reduces playground space. 

size of rooms when large classes are crammed in.  Intended as temporary measure over 30 years 
ago and they are still acting as main teaching spaces. 

toileting facilities, space for eating lunches 

Large classes of 40 seems too big 



The sanitation and toilet provision is inadequate for the number of children 

Toilets 

Very noisy environment for learning 

Obviously not ideal to have huts long term taking up valuable playground space. 

lack of toilet when wet outside 

They take up valuable outdoor playground space.  Toilet provision is insufficient 

Mostly they were built as temporary accommodation 15-20 years ago!  They are a great size and 
shape but take up playground space. 

Are we first or third world? 

That on wet days 70 children enter that building and do not leave again until 2.45pm. That to me is a 
most outrageous situation that would not be tolerated in an adult work situation. Two toilets and 
eating your lunch at your desk. On dry days it is obviously not quite so bad but we have plenty of wet 
days! 

This is my main concern - the huts are very noisy and crowded and our son does find this difficult. 

2 toilets for up to 70 children 

I do not know if the overwhelming noise level comes from the room size or from the very large 
number of pupils. But it is certainly very disturbing for children. 

The huts are in the area's where the children should play 

 

Question 7: If you do have any concerns, what would you say is the single biggest problem facing the 

school?   

See Annex 

Question 8: And if so, do you have a proposed solution for it? 

See Annex 

Question 9: Do you support proposals for a new South Edinburgh school in addition to SMPS? 

 

Annex 

This annex displays all the answers given by respondents for the questions “If you do have any 

concerns, what would you say is the single biggest problem facing the school?” and “And if so, do you 

have a proposed solution for it?” 

concern My biggest concern is the size of the biggest classes, not because I think there are not 
enough teachers, but I think large classes can be noisy and distracting for some children 

solution No out of catchment places 

concern Out of Catchment children attending the school. 

solution Deny them access 

concern Size of classes seem to always be at the maximum. 

solution  

concern My children are now through South Morningside. The problems have not changed in the 10 
years I have used the school: lack of space, building too old. 

solution New school! Good luck! 

concern Too many pupils for the size of the school 

solution In the short term, the only option is to limit the P1 intake. However I am not sure if that is a 
realistic option.  In the longer term build another school. 

concern 1. Children eating packed lunches in the same space when they have to then work and 
play if the weather is bad.  2. Lack of outdoor space for running around and being able to 
have quiet time. 

solution Need another school. SMPS is overcrowded. 

concern Suitable space (indoor & outdoor) 



solution New school 

concern shortage of space and playground area 

solution Ideally a new school - if not, possibly upgrade current playground, renovate huts to have 
proper ventilation and find a way of upgrading attic - to be used as proper space. 

concern Age of internal infrastructure 

solution  

concern The classes are too big plus there is not enough green space for the children. Space is the 
main issue. 

solution I think it  could be easily solved by having fewer children at school. 

concern Too many children not enough suitable space to learn, eat and exercise 

solution Don't see how more children can be accommodated at present site in the future 

concern Lack of green outside space for sports, PE, and play. 

solution Build a new South Edinburgh School, remove the huts, rip up the tarmac and replace it 
with Astroturf. 

concern Overcrowding. Reduce school roll and do not accept out of catchment children, allowing 
the removal of huts, annexe to be integrated into main building and thereby increasing play 
space! Easier said than done! Better facilities will help retain pupils into P6 and 7 when 
some physically outgrow school. There is a lack of community spirit within parents as 
everything is so split up and a feeling of defeat as things are getting worse not better. 

solution Mrs Grierson needs to support the parents and children with long term solution not quick 
small fixes. New south side school with a reduced catchment for SMPS ? Please do not let 
craighouse add to the problem either. We have to work with the limited space so need to 
reduce numbers. 

concern The huts - they take up valuable playground space and offer substandard classrooms for 
the children. 

solution Double decker huts? 

concern space 

solution add on built extension at back of school over toilets, three storeys high and do away with 
huts if poss, making more play space. 

concern Lack of investment at all levels. 

solution Investment for all areas of the school. 

concern Lack of space 

solution Ideally rebuild "fit for purpose" school on site. 

concern Lack of classrooms to allow smaller classes. E.g. 2x20 in P1 instead of a class of 40 - 
noise levels.  Lack of another big hall space for PE, drama, assemblies, etc. The annexe 
children can't even have hot meals! The huts are not fit for purpose and take up so much of 
the playground space. 

solution Take away the current huts. Replace with one double storey hut (meeting modern building 
standards) on one footprint site to allow more playground space. Review catchment area to 
reduce school role and stop the need for the annexe. It’s unacceptable, those children 
need to be part of the school, literally, and be safe. 

concern Play area is far too small and unsafe.  My child has had a number of head collisions and 
had broken her adult tooth.  A small concrete and steel au ground for so many students 
does not support active health and wellbeing. 

solution A new school - reducing intake. 

concern General condition of the school, across the main site and the lack of space for the school to 
"grow in to". 

solution  

concern Space is very limit. 

solution  

concern Lack of outdoor play/fresh air 

solution Take them for more frequent trips to hermitage/braidburn park. ?ask parents to sign up for 
rota to help 

concern Lack of space inside and out  Awkward access into the building.   The building is generally 
unsuitable for the large number of school children using it. Teaching methods have 
changed but this space limits the teachers in moving forward with new teaching styles. 

solution I would like to see a new South Morningside school built on the Craighouse site. 



concern Accommodation and associated fire risk from evacuating the building  Energy being 
wasted by teaching staff due to accommodation issues packing and unpacking of 
equipment  Environment not stimulating  Despite effort to improve dining  room the results 
are really not that great.   Lack of space for parents to wait for children on rainy days and 
cold . Waiting for 30 mins between p1 and p3 onwards 

solution New school   Alternative site for existing school e.g. astley hospital site 

concern All pupils should be on one site, lack of space 

solution New school 

concern Space and the lack of, lack of green space and children having to eat lunch in a classroom 

solution Organised PE at an external site with transport - possibly Meggetland. 

concern Lack of space 

solution  

concern Accommodation - both internal and external 

solution A new school.  Stop taking children from outwith catchment area 

concern Lack of space. Both indoor and outdoor 

solution Extend main school building at rear, remove huts. Utilize rear garden space at Annex 

concern too many children in too small a space 

solution reduce school intake 

concern Having the school over 3 sites - insufficient classrooms so that some classes in small 
space with 2 teachers - this is not ideal. 

solution Think new school is needed in area so numbers can be split between a new school and 
SMPS and perhaps others in cluster that are overflowing. 

concern school numbers increasing - 40 children in a small classroom with 2 teachers.  Pupils 
unable to hear teacher because of noise of all those people in class.  Also playground 
space, risk of accidents 

solution can't see a solution until there are less children attending 

concern Lack of playground space to offer adequate PE and play space for break times 

solution Somehow remove huts (build up on present building) and use northern part of school 
grounds for sport/PE 

concern space and facilities 

solution  

concern overcrowding- too many children sharing too little space 

solution Why does SMPS accept so many out of catchment children, while other primary schools 
don't (and therefore have smaller classes)?  Extending the huts is only sensible if a) this 
does not lead to even more children being accepted at SMPS (since the outdoor space is 
already too small); and b) if no outdoor space is taken away. In other words, extensions 
only help if these extensions are used as general purpose space, being placed on top of 
what is already there. 

concern Too many children for a school designed for many fewer, at a time when ideas about 
school facilities were very different. 

solution A new school - either for all South Morningside, or to take pressure of S Morningside. 

concern split site with rising numbers 

solution stop out of catchment spaces would be an obvious easy win 

concern Supervision of children during lunch. Lack of flexibility to address parental concerns.  Lack 
of common sense applied to class divisions - e.g. splitting up children who have repeatedly 
urged each other on to bad behaviour. 

solution Splitting up the classes each year so that the whole year get to know each other - e.g. 
move 2/3 of each class to the other 2 in the year.  This will disrupt unhelpful relationships 
and help the kids to have a wider circle of friends. 

concern Too many children in too small a space. 

solution Build a new school.  I can't see any other long-term solution. 

concern Split site is disastrous for everyone. 

solution Invest in the main building site. 

concern Big class sizes 

solution Another school needed in the area 

concern Far too many bodies crammed into a very small space 



solution . Build a new school - or at least acquire new premises for a new infant school 

concern Lack of green space and outdoor PE facilities 

solution  

concern Not enough space for this number of children - both indoors and out. 

solution As in designs presented earlier this year, there could be a permanent build in the area of 
the existing huts, 2 or 3 levels, giving more classroom space and allowing to take away the 
huts in the north of the playground so freeing up more outdoor space as well. 

concern Designed as a two stream school but currently supporting three streams. Far too full. 

solution New school in area in longer term, but in short term, is there another building in the area 
that could be used as say a junior or upper school? 

concern Overcrowding - 3 stream school in a space built for two streams!   7 classes (including 
nursery ) in 'temporary/ offsite' accommodation. approx. 175 kids too many!!!!!! 

solution A new school is required.  Restrict/stop out of catchment intake.  Move nursery into 
catchment - ClunyAnnex, stop any out of catchment intake and have 2.5 classes for each 
year losing the need for 3 class rooms.  remove one hut and replace the other with a new 
hut or stone building between the girl/ boy toilets. 

concern I think the unrelenting pressure on space limits activities and creates tensions 

solution Ideally SMPS should be 2 stream but chances of this ? zero I would say. A new school in 
South Edinburgh will help to absorb the children from all the new build and rising birth rate 
so status quo will be maintained . Don't think will help much with SMPS problems (very 
cynical but I've 2 older children and have been discussing this for last 10 years - nothing 
has changed:() 

concern Sheer number Of pupils within (added to by out of catchment children being admitted) the 
catchment and the issues that present to both outside and inside facilities at the current 
site. 

solution Re-drawing of the catchment and/or the addition of a new school in the south of the city. 

concern lack of outdoor space 

solution  

concern Being able to house all pupils on one site (including nursery). My daughter is at the annexe 
and thanks to the amazing staff there has had a very positive experience, however the 
children were barely able to visit the main school in the first term and participate in 
assemblies, buddy system etc. because of accommodation  issues. 

solution Build upwards! 

concern A general lack of space, both inside and outside. 

solution Some form of extension to the main building which might allow a hut or two to be removed, 
but I imagine all such options have been looked into from an architectural point of view. 

concern A poor environment coupled with unduly negative attitudes driving good teachers away. 

solution Consultation with teachers about what changes would make their ability to teach easier. A 
great school with lots of space is nothing without the good teachers. 

concern Main concern is the lack of communal spaces for events, clubs assemblies etc and the fact 
that the school is on 3 separate sights.  The outdoor space is woefully inadequate. 

solution  

concern Insufficient space. 

solution  

concern Keep the school and in due course (if another school is built) limit size to 2 classes per 
year in existing main building with removal of annex and huts and with improved 
playground. 

solution see above 

concern more children coming in to the catchment area with the Craiglockart development 

solution For the area to be out of catchment 

concern Too many children for the size of the school i.e. insufficient internal and external space and 
lack of flexibility because of the age of the building and three site school 

solution Accept fewer children.  Build on the Astley Ainslie or Napier site  floor the attic for greater 
storage space, thus freeing up additional space in the main school area  Knock down the 
huts and extent to the footprint from first floor level, thus having a 'bridge' to the additional 
school rooms without taking up more playground space.  Ground floor level could be used 
creatively to extend playground area/provide continuity 



concern Space, growing P1 intake. 

solution New school in South Edinburgh (Oh Look! Craighouse!) 

concern Space! 

solution Not in the near term.  But clearly a new build school ought to provide more space. 

concern Fabric of school building - roof, toilets, heating. 

solution Sorry, only thing that’s going  to resolve it is a new school or significant refurbishment. 

concern Too many children in too small a space 

solution A new school in the southside that can relieve some of the pressure on the existing primary 
schools 

concern hutted accommodation 

solution immediate upgrade to bring huts at least to an acceptable standard 

concern The outdated facilities, lack of space for play. 

solution Yes, invest more! 

concern Space 

solution  

concern Space, indoors and outdoors 

solution Reduce the roll? But not sure where the children no longer on the roll would go.... Change 
the catchment to take more streets into Bruntsfield? 

concern Lack of space to expand (even if there was money available) 

solution No, other than taking over a site such as the Cluny Annexe more completely to make an 
infant department 

concern size 

solution build a new school 

concern Accommodation is the single biggest issue for me. The school is already far too stretched 
over 3 sites. The pre-school is an excellent facility however often feels disjointed from the 
school due to its location. I am also concerned about the added pressure on school 
numbers from the proposed Craighouse development. 

solution Long term - New school. Short term - look at catchment boundaries - can Craighouse be 
taken out of the SM catchment? Also (and I know this is a contentious issue) but can we 
really afford to take out-of-catchment children when our school is already at bursting point? 

concern The present condition of the huts, the toilets, insulation and the size of the classes taught 
there. The children complain about a lack of drinking fountains in the school. 

solution The huts are very old and need a major refurbishment 

concern Not enough space in the playground, with too many accidents caused by the concrete 
surface. Too many children on the school role for the available space. 

solution Improvements to make the playground a safer environment and make the huts double 
storey. 

concern Over crowding, lack of modern teaching facilities 

solution New SMPS as proposed nearly 10 years ago. 

concern Need for excessive class sizes (e.g. Our son in class of c38 in primary 1) apparently due to 
shortage of classroom accommodation 

solution  

concern Building is old and not maintained 

solution A new South Edinburgh school instead of SMPS 

concern Generally lack of space given such a large school roll. 

solution  

concern Lack of green outdoor space and use of temporary huts 

solution  

concern Maintenance. The need to cordon/fence off parts of playground regularly severely restricts 
playground space 

solution Better timing for ongoing maintenance (holiday periods) and quicker decisions/action for 
emergency repairs. There should be a fast track system to push through emergency 
repairs swiftly 

concern Too small for the number of pupils 

solution Build a new school on Midmar paddock which has building consent for houses. 

concern The infrastructure and lack of space for the number of children being educated there. 



solution The only solution I can see in investment in the infrastructure but obviously there is only so 
much that can be achieved within restricted space. 

concern Just too many children for the size of the building and playground 

solution Be really strict about numbers and do not let out of catchment children in. 

concern Overcrowding and class size, with a lack  of teaching space and play space. 

solution Build a new school. Only allow children within the catchment area to attend. 

concern Overcrowding / lack of space 

solution New school! 

concern Lack of quality, green outdoor space for sports and recreation 

solution  

concern Lack of indoor space, lack of outdoor space, ageing building 

solution The school should be made two stream, be refurbished, and a new school built in addition 
in another location. 

concern  

solution South morningside would be a sufficiently smaller school with less issues if out of 
catchment intake was stopped. 

concern no green space not enough place to run and play at breaks, lack of venues for sports days 
and PE 

solution  

concern Being expected to teach too many children in too small a space. SMPS is only big enough 
to be a two stream school and should be resourced as such. Paul Godzik agreed this at the 
PC meeting 13 May 2013 

solution reduce role to 420, bring all pupils on site, provide alternative school for remaining children 

concern The school is too small and too old. 

solution Allocate a space and build a new fit for purpose South Morningside Primary School. 

concern Far too many children for a school which is no longer fit for purpose 

solution Entrance for catchment children only 

concern Overcrowding 

solution Continue to lobby council for money to improve current indoor space  Support the 
playground improvement committee 

concern Space for play 

solution Have an Upper and lower school in different places 

concern the size of the infant department and finding suitable space vs. the deletion of the Upper 
School from P5 and the impact that having a smaller number of large classes will have on 
space for P7 pupils. 

solution  

concern CEC finances and disillusionment:  over the last 16 years there have been suggestions 
from new builds (twice, with different sites suggested) and accompanying infrastructure 
problems for local residents, to buying the old church by the post office for an "infant" 
school thereby leaving the main school for the junior children, changing the catchment 
boundaries, using the attic space and janitor's house for drama/PE and library.  Every 
consultation uses up funds, and every time there has been lack of money and vocal 
minorities halting suggestions and progress. 

solution  

concern Too small for number of children. Classrooms too small for classes, particularly with class 
sizes increased to 33. Lack of good outdoor space for the children to play.  Building in 
need of maintenance. 

solution would prefer one new school with space to accommodate all and growing numbers, rather 
than 2 schools. 

concern I reckon the biggest problem facing the school is its age.  Most of the internal space is 
pretty tired and the toilet facilities are awful even though they’ve been renovated.  It is a 
lovely school but I think there are just too many children and the old building(s) cannot 
cope. 

solution The only proposal would be a smaller catchment area and a new school being built to take 
in the further away areas.  This would perhaps mean no huts were needed to teach in and 
the playground could be made bigger and safer by their removal. 



concern The school is simple over-subscribed and under-resourced. The accommodation is in 
generally poor condition (huts, annexe) and the playground facilities are terrible.    So I 
think two things need to be resolved:    1) There needs less children in the school, and the 
only way to deal with this is to build a new one  2) There has to be serious investment to 
improve existing facilities 

solution 1) Fast-track a brand new school in the area to reduce intake into SMPS. This could still 
take 5-10 years of course, but the council need to prioritise this ASAP, find a site and crack 
on with it. The existing school is already hugely over-subscribed and this is going to get 
worse. I can't see a case against doing this.    2) The council need to seriously invest in the 
existing facilities. Specifically:    (i) The huts have to be demolished and replaced with 
modern, warm, sound-proofed buildings. I would suggest demolishing both huts and 
replacing only one of them, albeit with a 2-storey, low-rise, flat-roofed building (so as not to 
drastically upset neighbours). This would free up additional, not-insignificant ground space 
for use in the playground.     (ii) Replace the existing play facilities in the playground with 
something imaginative and more 'green' (e.g. trees, planting areas for growing vegetables). 
Not just an acre of tarmac with a few token playthings. Also replace the concrete sports 
pitch with actual astroturf. This would allow serious games to be played on there without 
risk of injury (e.g. basketball, hockey, football, tennis).    (iii) Big investment in the main 
building itself: thermal efficiency (heating/windows/etc), bespoke storage (to free up the 
mounds of 'stuff' in the halls and classrooms), painting and so on.    This investment is 
huge, I understand that. But surely this is a price worth paying?     If there honestly isn't a 
way to finance this through the council, then perhaps there is an alternative way of 
addressing it, perhaps through corporate sponsorship or a charitable route? I have no idea 
whether this is feasible but something needs to be done, and quickly. 

concern Play space, classroom space 

solution  

concern Lack of playground space. 

solution Extension to the building and removal of the huts. More green space 

concern Lack of suitable classrooms and suitable space for activities 

solution Build a new school or identify safe secondary schooling facility 

concern Overcrowding and lack of investment in the building over a long period 

solution No 

concern Space - classrooms to fit an active curriculum and huge class sizes. 

solution To consider the architects plans drawn up two years ago that proposed creating new 
buildings to increase the number of classrooms or a radical overhaul of the huts - 
demolished and start again!  Both of these require money but could be done in the very 
near future and are practical solutions for the children who are at South Morningside now 
and don't have time to wait. 

concern The teaching at SMPS is wonderful however the quality of available teaching space (both 
classrooms and communal areas) does not meet the same standard. Areas are crowded, 
noisy and don't facilitate art, music, quiet activities, drama, reading and other activities that 
would be beneficial to pupils. We also have concerns about safety in the main school, with 
items being stored in the hall where most sports and communal activities take place. 

solution A refurb / extension of the huts to make them even slightly bigger would help although this 
may not be feasible. An upgrade / refurb of the main school with some added storage 
would be another suggestion. 

concern Too many children on too small a site. 

solution There has been a need for a solution to relieve overcrowding at South Morningside for 
many years even before our oldest child started there (1998). The possible only solution is 
an additional school which would reduce the catchment area and enable South 
Morningside to be reduced to two classes per year group, removing the need for the huts 
and for split-site working. 

concern There's simply too many pupils. 

solution Build a new school and cap the classroom numbers 

concern Space 

solution Ideally to use an alternative space for P1-3 (a 'Lower Primary') remove all the mobile 
classrooms to create space in the 'Upper Primary' 

concern Capacity, in all terms, e.g. class size, building space, play space, etc 



solution Reduce number of Kids at this school and look the redefine the catchment areas.  raise the 
standards at other schools so that South Morningside is no longer deemed to be the best 
school but one of many in Edinburgh. 

concern The school building itself is very old and repairs are needed to some areas. 

solution Proper internal and external survey should be carried out to highlight possible repairs 
before they get to crisis point. 

concern Space inside and out for running around, sport and clubs 

solution  

concern Space in classrooms 

solution  

concern Poor fabric of the building and a lack of preventative maintenance. 

solution Requires investment by CEC in school estate. Instead of spending money on trams and a 
Gaelic school....     Why not make huts multi-storey so there is same teaching space but 
less playground space used. Consolidate huts and have a flat fenced roof for use of sports. 

concern Overcrowding 

solution New school in catchment 

concern shortage of space 

solution Find a proper solution for huts and develop a proper playground. The costs of renovating 
attic into proper usable space might also improve current situation. 

concern Too small and too old school- built for Victorian times 

solution No easy solution- only a long term one- a new school. Will not help current crop but 
hopefully help in the future. 

concern Play space both outside and inside the school building. Continuing maintenance to the 
building which seems to increase year by year due to the age of the school. Playground 
safety -  my daughter has had a concussion due to a fall in the playground. 

solution A new school. 

 

 


